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Lebanon High is First at FIRST The Lebanon Airport
A Multi-use Community Asset

Betsey Child

Assemble a group of high school students in a room with pieces of aluminum, wheels, motors,
nuts and bolts, give them strict guidelines and a goal, time constraints, rules and regulations, and
stand back! With the help of adult mentors and teachers, after about six weeks, what appears out
of a pile of inanimate objects, arises a seemingly “animate” entity – a robot that obeys commands,
moves around the room, and completes tasks. But, why? Glad you asked!
There exists a worldwide
high-school-age robotics
competition called “FIRST
Robotics
Competition”
(FRC). FRC teams compete
on local, regional and international levels to see who has the
fastest, most robust robot with
the most cunning strategies
that enable it to accomplish
the goals for which it was
designed.
On the first Saturday in
January each year, FIRST
releases the rules of the all-new
game via a video sent around
the world to the nearly 3,000
teams involved in this
program. The video reveals
how the new playing field is to
be set up, what tasks a robot
Students at work building the robot, “Ada,” in the shop at the Hartford
Area Career and Technology Center in White River Junction

B

Dave Nelson

raxton Freeman has been keeping a trained eye on the
Lebanon Airport from his lofty perch in the FAA Contact
Control Tower since his arrival in 2006. As the Air Traffic
Manager employed by Midwest Air Traffic Control Service, he
has not only diligently handled the pressure-packed profession
of assuring air traffic safety, Braxton has witnessed first hand
the up and down financial battle to maintain the facility.
With the recent loss of some valuable federal funding for
the Lebanon Municipal Airport, some area residents are
Continued on page 22
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Local Postal Customer

et’s Make Music is the motto of the Upper Valley Music Center at 63 Hanover Street. (You
can’t miss it – it’s the orange building with a music flag out front.) The sharing implicit in
this motto is a key part of UVMC’s mission, according to executive director and violin/
fiddle faculty member Ben Van Vliet. “Sometimes music made in your living room or at a family
gathering is taken for granted,”
he says. “But there’s a unique
value in hearing people you
know make music, and in the
community gathering for a
performance.” When family
and friends turn up for a
student recital, they open their
hearts to appreciating the
musical voice of their child,
parent or friend, and the
performer gains the validation
of sharing their hard work and
artistic expression with those
close to them. “We believe in
helping students achieve
excellence at every level,
whether they have just started Advanced string players perform at the inaugural Friends of the UVMC
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Editor’s Note:

The Lebanon Times is delivered to your mailbox each quarter,
no subscription or payment necessary. It’s our privilege to bring
you all the good news we can. Our mailing sponsor, Mascoma
Savings Bank, makes this possible. We’re pleased to have their
continued support behind our community newspaper.
Mascoma Savings Bank and Opera North
Based in Lebanon, Opera North
provides a strong backbone and a
thumping heartbeat to the art scene of the
Upper Valley. Now in its thirty-third
season, the opera and musical theater
company has brought artists, dancers, and
directors from across the nation and world to the Lebanon Opera House and other
venues, thanks in large part to funding from area businesses and organizations.
“As a non-profit company, Opera North relies on patrons, grants, and foundations
for almost half of its budget each year,” said Laurie Sepulveda, marketing manager for
Opera North Mascoma Savings Bank and the Mascoma Savings Bank Foundation,
she said, “have been huge supporters.”
Last year, the Mascoma Savings Bank Foundation supplied a grant to Opera
North that allowed the company to perform in local schools all over the Upper
Valley as part of its Education and Outreach performances. “Close to 3,000 students
and educators saw free Opera North performances last year because of the Foundation’s generosity,” Sepulveda said. In 2014, there were two rounds of school performances, with a fall tour for middle and high school students featuring selections from
the American opera Street Scene by Kurt Weill, and a spring tour of the children’s
opera Little Red Riding Hood for elementary school students.
In addition to supporting educational outreach, Mascoma Savings Bank
underwrites performances each year to help the company cover the high cost of
producing musical theater, explained Sepulveda.
Mascoma not only provides financial support but time and creativity. “Mascoma
has a generous volunteer policy, allowing many employees to volunteer with Opera
North,” said Sepulveda. For example, bank employee Paula Smith “lent her considerable sewing skills to creating work-of-art hats for My Fair Lady last season.”
Other bank employees have volunteered as ushers for performances at the
Lebanon Opera House, while Samantha Pause – senior vice president of marketing,
sales and service for Mascoma Savings Bank – has served on the Opera North Board
of Trustees for four years and as its president for the last two.
“Opera North is very grateful for Mascoma Savings Bank’s financial support and
I know that feeling is echoed by the many other arts organizations in the Upper
Valley that the bank serves,” Sepulveda said.
This summer, Opera North will perform Leonard Bernstein’s West Side Story,
Mozart’s The Abduction from the Seraglio, and Aaron Copeland’s The Tender Land at
Lebanon Opera House. n
Just 8 miles North of Hanover

~ 20 cozy rooms with private baths
~ Full country breakfast
~ Afternoon tea with homemade scones
~ Telephone & Free WiFi

~ Personalized event and
catering services
~ On or off-site
~ Warm country setting for meetings,
weddings, reunions & receptions
of all kinds

TAVERN OFF THE GREEN

Coming Soon
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P U B L IS HE R’S N OT E
Just look at the cover of this edition of the Lebanon Times!
Kids, instruments, robotics, art galleries, involved mentors...
This gem of a community has everything... even its own airport!
This issue confirms to me why the City of Lebanon continued to show up on my
radar as the next place to start a good-news-only community paper. With so many
good people and organizations doing such great work to make Lebanon the special
place it is, my job is a piece of cake!
What I find really inspiring in this issue is the dedication of time, money,
expertise, and other resources so many adults devote to our young people. It is pure
coincidence that we are featuring four stories about organizations with intergenerational programs: FIRST Robotics team (cover), the Upper Valley Music
Center (cover), the Upper Valley Business and Education Partnership (p. 12), and
High Horses Therapeutic Riding (p. 23). Read each one and marvel, as I did, about
the time and energy people are putting into improving the lives of our young people
which only serves to strengthen and build upon the foundation that already exists
to make Lebanon a wonderful place to live.
For a more individual perspective, please get to know your neighbors on the
Meet Your Neighbor page (p. 10). And, while he probably doesn’t speak for
everyone, Donnie Perkins always has a fond memory or two to share with us about
These Times (p. 21) in this fair city. Finally, I ask that you do business with and
thank our advertisers and sponsors for bringing the Lebanon Times to your door
every quarter. You provide the excellent content; they pay to spread the good news!
Have a glorious summer season!
– Jen MacMillen
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The Only Family & Locally Owned
Professional Lawn Care Company
in business for over twenty-five years!

Complete Liquid Fertilization Program
Including Weed-Insect Control
Liming • Core Aeration • Organic Fertilization

Mark, Dan, Jason

For A Beautiful Lawn...
A Place To Relax

Call
(802) 773-7833
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Riding with the Friendly Pack
Casual mountain bike groups
encourage and motivate riders
to get active and explore

themselves come in all shapes, sizes
and abilities, and as one early
arrival waits for the rest of the
Lars Blackmore
group to get organized, he explains
that these group rides are great
ew things are as rewarding as a good
opportunities to meet other riders
mountain bike ride. The only thing
that could possibly make the
of different abilities and to
experience even better is sharing it with
challenge oneself in good company.
someone else. It’s in that spirit of the
John, from Enfield, has stopped
shared adventure that local mountain
by on his way home from work, as
bikers come together a couple of times a
he has done consistently since he
week from May through early November
first discovered the group through a
as conditions allow.
friend a couple of years ago. “The
The rides are low key affairs, organized
first time, I showed up on an old
by local bike shops to spread the joy of Jason Ouelette from Mason Racing at the Nature Walk trailhead with some of the mountain
clunker, and there were all these
riding and give recreational riders a good bikers participating in the Thursday night group ride in the Boston Lot
guys on their fancy bikes. I made it
reason to get in the saddle for a couple of
three miles before I had to bail. I
hours. Neither races nor fundraisers,
there’s no sign up or fee required and
went out and got myself a new bike,
everyone is invited and encouraged to
and I’ve been riding with the group
join in.
ever since.”
Every Tuesday at 5PM, a dozen riders
Jason Ouelette from Mason
carpool from Omer & Bob’s shop in
Racing, who organizes the rides and
downtown Lebanon to trails in Lebanon,
is an avid participant, says that a
Cornish, Claremont, Newport, or beyond.
typical summer ride may have a
One of the shop’s team of accomplished
turnout of 25 riders or more. They’ll
riders always leads the ride, and Jonathan
usually split into a handful of
Wilmot, who organizes the rides, says
self-selected groups of riders of
they’re intended to encourage people to
get out on their bikes and to help riders
similar abilities or ambition, who
discover and explore the trails of the
will then stick together for the
Upper Valley with a knowledgeable guide.
evening on the trails. Some may do
Many of the participants are regulars,
a leisurely 5-6 miles on the easier
says Jonathan, others may be visitors from
stuff, others 15 miles or more on all
out of town or curious newcomers looking
of the varied terrain that Boston
Mountain Biking Trails Near Lebanon
for something new to try. The two-hour
Lot has to offer.
Boston Lot, Lebanon and Hanover, NH – primary access and parking at the
ride is at a fairly mellow pace, and nobody
Most groups will ride for a
Nature
Walk
trailhead
off
Pine
Tree
Cemetery
Road
(south),
the
DHMC
trailhead
will be dropped from the group – but trails
couple
of hours, finishing around
on
the
Hitchcock
Loop
Road
(east),
and
the
Wilder
Dam
picnic
area
(west).
are trails, notes Jonathan, and some level
dark. While some riders have made
The organizers of the group rides and the UVMBA encourages all riders to
of fitness and comfort with riding will be
required.
it a tradition to head to Salt hill
take part in the trail maintenance days that help keep the network at Boston Lot
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6pm,
in good shape. The next one takes place on June 6.
Pub
to
celebrate
their
Mason Racing (located on Mechanic
For information about trails, group rides and maintenance work, head on over
accomplishments and the afterglow
Street just west of the Green), hosts group
to the Upper Valley Mountain Bike Association’s website at www.UVMBA.com.
of a good ride, others are content
rides in the Boston Lot, starting from the
with the ride itself.
Nature Walk trailhead off Pine Tree
You can certainly ride trails on your own, and
Cemetery Road. The 1500+ acres between Rt. 120, multi-use trails in the B-Lot, as it’s also known.
many
appreciate the solitude. But there’s much to be
One beautiful spring evening the trailhead is a
Rt. 10 and the interstate comprises land owned by
said
for
the support and encouragement from a
the town of Lebanon and Dartmouth College. After buzz of activity with riders busy pulling bikes off racks
turbulent years with the trails in limbo, the Upper and donning helmets. Some have come with regular friendly group of peers, and they may show you trails
Valley Mountain Bike Association (UVMBA) is mountain bikes, others with the newer breed of “fat you didn’t know existed, or motivate you to ride
now the designated steward of miles of “official” bikes” with massive 4” wide tires. The riders more often than you otherwise would. n

F

See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 19 | More at Dartmouth-Hitchcock.org
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Lebanon’s Push to ‘Go Solar!’

T

Barbara Jones

here’s never been a better time to consider the benefits of converting to
solar energy in Lebanon. The cost of solar is leveling out after dropping
steadily for the past decade and current incentives from the state and
federal government bring the cost down by up to 40%. Since these incentives
won’t be around forever, volunteers in Lebanon and Enfield are teaming up with
the Upper Valley non-profit, Vital Communities, to help residents ‘go solar’ this
summer through the “Solarize Lebanon-Enfield” initiative.
Solarize Lebanon-Enfield is hosting a kick-off event featuring presentations
and a Q&A on Tuesday, June 9, 5:30-7:00 pm at the Lebanon Opera House.
Residents who are wishing to learn more or are remotely curious about solar are
encouraged to attend. The event may help to clarify that solar energy use at the
household level is, in fact, possible for many.

After June 9, residents in Lebanon and Enfield may sign up for a free site visit
and quote from the team’s competitively selected ‘Solarize’ installer. As more
residents sign on to go solar by September 30, the price will drop for everyone.
Lebanon is one of many towns in the Upper Valley that have participated in
the Solarize Upper Valley initiative, a program of Vital Communities which has
helped 24 towns across the Upper Valley launch Solarize campaigns. So far, over
300 residents have installed solar through this program. Other local Solarize
communities include Hanover, Plainfield, Cornish, and Lyme, among others.
To learn more online, visit the following sites: www.VitalCommunities.org/
Solarize/Lebanon, or email the Solarize Lebanon-Enfield volunteer team
at SolarizeLE@gmail.com, and like them at www.facebook.com/Solarize
LebanonEnfield. n
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A Farewell and Thank You to Two of Lebanon’s Finest

T

Dave Nelson

he Lebanon Police Department had to say
farewell to a pair of dedicated servants who
have opted for retirement after a combined 54
years serving and protecting the residents in the
City of Lebanon.
Lebanon Police Chief Gary J. Smith officially
retired May 1st of this year following 28 years on the
force, while Lieutenant Scott M. Rathburn
completed his last day on April 17th leaving behind
26 years of service. Both look back proudly at their
accomplishments while looking forward to whatever
lies ahead.
Chief Smith originally hails from Boston, MA
and moved to the Upper Valley back in 1985 when
he accepted an open position as a Lebanon
Patrolman, but the move had a tentative start.
“I had been working in the Post Office in Boston
and oddly enough, a friend of mine was moving to
this area to take a job in the Post Office system. I
had always been interested in doing police work and
he told me about an opening in Lebanon so I
applied. However, my wife is a city girl who was not
happy with the move so we moved right back. She
then realized how much I wanted to do that work
and we returned in 1986. That turned out to be the
best thing in my life. Living here with the Upper

Valley lifestyle was the best thing for my family.”
Chief Smith explained.
He leaves with a sense of pride and
accomplishment and credits his predecessor, Chief
James Alexander, with making his transition to the
“top cop” position a smooth one where difficult
changes had to be made.
“Jimmy Alexander was my mentor,” Chief Smith
noted. “With his help, we were able to turn things
around in several areas, especially with turnover
problems. The changes in community relations was
a huge factor. I feel we really turned things around
in those areas.”
Lieutenant Rathburn started his service April 16,

Voted the BeST Sandwich Shop in the Upper Valley!

Jake’s Market & Deli
OffeRiNg

CaTeRiNg
for any size function

Office Lunch for 4 or Party for 50 –

Jake’S CaN CaTeR iT aLL!
Menu includes choices from our full menu:
sandwiches, bulkies, wraps, soups, snacks, drinks, desserts.

Visit any Jake’s location
and on the web:

www.jakesmarket.com
Coffee Shop & Café
227 Mechanic Street
Lebanon, NH
443-9900

Market & Deli
119 Mechanic Street
Lebanon, NH
442-9522

Quechee Market & Café
7161 Woodstock Road
Quechee, VT
802-291-9900

1989 and worked his way through the system. He
started as a Patrol Officer, was promoted to Sergeant
and Patrol Supervisor before acquiring his
Lieutenant’s position. He also served the Detective
Division and the Prosecution Division and oversaw
The Rape Aggression Defense Program (RAD).
After 26 years wearing the Lebanon logo on his
uniform, Lieutenant Rathburn looks back fondly on
his service with both pride and emotion in his voice.
“Chief Smith and I are the last ones from the ’80s
era. When we started, the Police Department was in
the basement of City Hall. There were some good
times and I got to work with a lot of wonderful
people. That included five different Chiefs and a lot
of Town Managers. I am proud to have been a
member of this department.”
Both men will remain in the Upper Valley and,
while Chief Smith will opt to take some time to
relax, Lieutenant Rathburn will be searching for a
new career.
“I have taken a lot of courses over the years and
would like to acquire a position in the Information
Technology (IT) field.”
Both dedicated individuals will be sorely missed,
not only by their fellow officers, but also by the
Lebanon community as well. n
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Answering the Ultimate Challenge

T

Dave Nelson

hink you have a hectic work
environment to deal with? Try
putting on the striped shirt
and draping a whistle around your
neck to become a certified referee.
Two area men have reached the
pinnacle of success by passing a rigid
and complex certification system to
become two of New Hampshire’s
most respected basketball officials.
Both are full-time employees at the
Witherell Recreation Center
(CCBA) in Lebanon. Kevin Talcott
serves as Sports Director and his
counterpart, Larry Ruffing, is the
Fitness Director. The duo has been
elevated through the officiating ranks
all the way to the college level. Both
are driven by a passion for the game
and accept the rigorous challenge of a
very difficult profession.
With one of the fiercest winters
on record behind them, and the
basketballs stored away for the
season, Talcott and Ruffing relaxed
at the CCBA to reflect on another
season of racing up and down a
basketball court. Consider these
working conditions: late night travel
over snowy, icy roads, a packed

gymnasium jammed with fans whose
raw emotions can erupt at any
moment. Each set of eyes are
evaluating your every move and
when you do make a decision, half of
those present are cheering and the
other half booing. Now add the fact
that at any given game, a member of
the N.H. Association For Assessing

court and can’t wait until another
season’s tip off. When pressed to offer
one word to describe what makes a
good official, both had to pause and
reflect.
“Balanced” Talcott responded.
“There is so much involved with every
decision we make. We have to remain
calm in sometimes-volatile situations.”

Officials could be
performance.
Sound like fun?
Ruffing have nearly
combined experience

Ruffing took a similar approach.
“Integrity. We can never react to the
crowd. The best compliment we can
receive is that, when we leave they,
don’t even know our names.”

rating your
Talcott and
50 years of
on the hard

While both will wear a “game”
face during any given contest, they
have not forgotten the bottom line
for picking up the whistle.
“We break every pre-game talk in
the locker room by saying ‘have fun’
before we take to the floor. That’s the
whole point of doing this. We love
basketball.” Talcott said.
Basketball fans at every level
should take the time to comprehend
the amount of pressure involved for
the men in the “zebra” shirts. They
are forced to make split-second
decisions while interpreting and
enforcing the rules. They have to
rely on their years of experience and
knowledge of the game to survive.
“I am not going to change a call
once I make it for the most part”
Ruffing declared. “However, I will
discuss it with my partner. Having
three officials work a game makes
that situation even better. A third
official is invaluable to us.”
Basketball officials are armed with
one weapon to keep order, the
technical foul. Both men agree that
it is better to use it sparingly.
“That has to be the toughest part
of the job without a doubt. I have to
keep my composure and not get

The Lebanon Times

caught up in the
moment. I can’t feed
into the situation.”
Talcott explained.
Ruffing agrees that
emotion plays a huge
role in basketball
primarily due to the close
proximity of the players,
fans and the officials.
“Basketball is very
emotional. We have to
keep our emotions in
check. We can escalate
or deescalate about any
situation. Again, it’s a
matter of balance.”
Kevin Talcott and Larry Ruffing
The officiating duo
would like to point out that being a basketball official is not just a seasonal
activity. It involves constant education and rigid training throughout the
entire year.
“We attend numerous seminars, camps and rectification testing all year
long. There is always someone watching us and rating our performance. There
are very high standards for officials.” Talcott said.
Next basketball season when you attend a game and watch the officials hard
at work, perhaps you will gather another perspective and a new sense of
appreciation for the people that make everything run smoothly. n
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A roun d Town
The Lebanon Historical Society Needs Your Help
or many years we have been collecting historical information pertinent
to Lebanon, NH. We have been acquiring and communicating
knowledge of local history and preserving such books, papers, and
articles that illustrate the history of our
fine city. All of this would not have been
possible without the generosity and
support from people like you.
Recently in reviewing our collection of
photographs and memorabilia, we found
that our collection from the 1940s to date to
be limited. This is where we need your help.
We need your memories and photos of
Lebanon. For example, places and events
like the Lebanon Street Fair, Storrs Hill,
Alumni parades and Lebanon High School
events, and about people like Dr. Myric
Wood, Pat Walsh and Jim Wechsler. If you
have slides, we can scan them and send
Dr. Myric Wood
them back to you. If you would like us to
help record your memories, we can help with that, too. Please go to our
website and, under contacts, email our curator with any info you have. www.
– Nancy Peavey
lebanonnhhistory.org n
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Meet Your Neighbor

Mary Ann Stanford
Jonas Avenue, Lebanon
Where in Lebanon do you like to take a walk?
Anywhere - but the Boston Lot and Rail Trail are
nice if I have the time and the company.

Mary Henahan
Winter Street, Lebanon
Where in Lebanon do you like to take a walk?
The Rail Trail is a tremendous community asset
and a great walk.

Do you prefer a backyard barbecue, a dinner out on
the town, or take out in front of a movie?
Dinner out on the town!

Do you prefer a backyard barbecue, a dinner out on
the town, or take out in front of a movie?
When in doubt find friends, burn meat, and make
a salad.

Who was our favorite grammar school teacher and why?
Ms. Schulz - she used to kiss each child good-bye,
and I felt loved. UNHEARD of these days, I know.
If you were to write a book, what type would it be?
I am planning on writing an autobiography when I
retire - I think my life has been kind of exciting something to at least hand down to kids and
grand-kids some day.
What is your favorite girl’s name? Boy’s name?
Julia Rose and Andrew
Describe Lebanon in a word or short phrase.
My favorite place to live (out of 25 places and two
countries!)
Which Disney or cartoon character best describes you?
Jasmine (from Aladdin) - dark and feisty.
Who is your favorite actor or actress of all time?
Jimmy Stewart
Which local business are you most loyal to and why?
Lebanon Opera House. If I am not performing
there (Opera North, NCCT), I see a lot of shows
there.
If you could choose to have super powers for a day,
which ones would you choose?
Somehow make everyone more loving and
forgiving - that might solve a lot of problems.
What is your favorite quote?
Eat life.
If you could go anywhere in the world on vacation,
where would it be?
Italy!
Do you believe in magic?
Not “really,” but I love the feeling Disney World
gives me - I do describe that as magic.
Which local institution do you believe has the most
positive impact on the Lebanon community?
Dartmouth College, DHMC, West Central
Behavioral Health (mental health agency), and
churches and places of worship.

Who was our favorite grammar school teacher and why?
I grew up in Alabama and don’t really have a
favorite. The scariest: Miss Manor matched her
lipstick to her nail polish... a new color every week
highlighted by white pancake makeup much like
the Joker. Most ironic name: Blanche Black
If you were to write a book, what type would it be?
A book of short stories.
What is your favorite girl’s name? Boy’s name?
Charlotte: (family name) sister, mother,
grandmother and just keep going until you get to
1630 AD. Charles: from whence the Charlottes
came to be and my youngest child.
Describe Lebanon in a word or short phrase.
Lebanon is big enough to still hold surprises and
small enough to find them.
Which Disney or cartoon character best describes you?
Christopher Robin.
Who is your favorite actor or actress of all time?
Katherine Hepburn
Which local business are you most loyal to and why?
I am committed to buying local which is far more
difficult with the continuing addition of big box
stores and corporate chain restaurants. That said...
Seven Barrel Brewery, LaValley’s, and since I work
there, Gerrish Honda.
If you could choose to have super powers for a day,
which ones would you choose?
I guess it would be the powers of The Flash. Using
that superhuman speed, I would build shelter for those
who have none, make food for the hungry, and finish
my day on a Caribbean beach not moving at all.
What is your favorite quote?
“I don’t feel the slightest interest in the next
world; I think it’s here. And I think anything good
that you’re going to do, you should do for other
people here and not so you can try to have a happy
time in the next world.” Katharine Hepburn

Michael Colburn
Methodist Hill Road, Enfield
Where in Lebanon do you like to take a walk?
Through my old neighborhood down on Church
St. I take a drive through every so often, but a
slow stroll through would be very cool.
Do you prefer a backyard barbecue, a dinner out on
the town, or take out in front of a movie?
During the summer, definitely a BBQ although
dinner out on the town is nice every so often.
Who was our favorite grammar school teacher and why?
My 3rd grade teacher, Mrs. Edmunds. She was
very kind, patient and helpful. I can’t remember
her ever being cross or upset.
If you were to write a book, what type would it be?
I like Fantasy and Science Fiction, so I would
probably write in one of those genres. However, I
often think that I could write a very entertaining
book about my life in music so some sort of autobiography would not be out of the question.
What is your favorite girl’s name? Boy’s name?
Catherine is probably my favorite girls name as it
was a name frequently given to girls on my mom’s
side of the family. My grandmother was a Catherine
although I nicknamed her Gege because I couldn’t
pronounce grammy. Boy’s name? Easy... Michael.
Describe Lebanon in a word or short phrase.
Best home town ever.
Which Disney or cartoon character best describes you?
Probably Daffy Duck. At least my friends would
tell you that.
Who is your favorite actor or actress of all time?
That’s a tough one as I really don’t have a clear
favorite. I’ll go with Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
I guess. He may not be the best actor around but I
find him very entertaining and watchable in just
about any role. Off screen he’s also a very engaging
guy. I’d like to hang out with him for a day.
Do you see the forest or the trees?
When I was young, the trees. As I grew older, the
forest came into view. Today, I’d like to think I see
both depending on the circumstance.
Which local business are you most loyal to and why?
I guess I would have to say the Salt hill Pub. It’s a
great pub where you never know who’ll you’ll
bump into. It’s also a venue our band plays and we
always enjoy playing there. Also, the fact that it’s
in the same location as the old Currier’s
Department Store that was there when I was
growing up is pretty cool as well.
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Skip’s Run
The 12th Annual Skip Matthews Memorial Run
Father’s Day, Sunday June 21, On the Green, Lebanon, NH
Location: Colburn Park in downtown Lebanon NH (see directions at left)
9am: 1 Mile Walk/Fun Run 10am: 4 Mile Run
Awards and BBQ: Immediately following
Skip Matthews was an exceptional friend, parent, husband and personality.
Unfortunately, we lost him to brain cancer in October 2003.
We hold a yearly Father’s Day 4 mile run in Lebanon, NH to commemorate
his wonderful life, and to share stories about his escapades.
All proceeds gladly benefit the Norris Cotton Cancer Center's Brain Tumor
Research Fund. n
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Local Meat at the Co-op!
Over 130 selections* from 10 Vermont and
New Hampshire Businesses

Co-op meat departments are like
traditional butcher shops. Stop by
and have a conversation with one of
our meat cutters. We’re committed to
helping you enjoy the best meat New
England has to offer.

The Co-op Has Meat You Can
Trust from Businesses We Know.

Our Vt. & N.H. Producers:
Co-op Local Pork Program
Clay Hill Farm
Garfield Smokehouse
Maple Lane Farm
Misty Knoll Farm
North Country Smokehouse
Stonewood Farm
Tamarack Vermont Sheep Farm
Vermont Smoke and Cure
Yankee Farmer’s Market

* Selection varies by location

www.coopfoodstore.coop
Exit 18 off I-89, Route 120 N., Lebanon
45 S. Park Street and 43 Lyme Road, Hanover
209 Maple Street, White River Junction
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Lebanon Students Explore Careers
“

W

Amy Tietjen Smith

hat do you want to be when
you grow up?“ How would
you have answered that
question when you were 6 years old?
Or 13 years old? Or 26? Are you still
looking for the answer? Most
elementary students will reply with
roles they have seen in their
community: teacher, doctor, truck
driver. Or, they will think of
professions they have seen glamorized
on television: athlete, detective,

jobs over 11 times between ages 18 to
48. (www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/
nlsoy.pdf)
Career planning is a life-long
endeavor and the first step is to
research options. That’s where the
Upper Valley Business and Education
Partnership (UVBEP) has been
playing a role for Lebanon students for
over 15 years.
Each Spring, 8th graders go out
into the community for Job Shadow
Day (JSD). Workplace hosts plan
hands-on activities, facility tours and

ANSYS, Inc. has participated every year since 1999. Host Chris Wolf says, “I like having kids here to learn about engineering, and I take every chance I have to get them excited
about a future in technology… It’s fun to host young people and to educate them about all
the things engineers can do.”

performer. The US Department of
Labor classifies workers into 840
detailed occupations! (www.bls.gov/
soc/) Our youth need exposure to
possibilities in order to understand
the importance of school subjects and
how they relate to the world of work.
By the time students are finishing
middle school and selecting courses
for high school and beyond, this
exposure is critical to making
informed decisions about the huge
array of career opportunities that
await. A recent report from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics revealed
that on average Americans change

demonstrations to show students
what it takes to be successful in their
career field. UVBEP provides
supporting information, such as job
shadowing guidelines, suggested
activities, agendas, ice breakers and
conversation starters as well as follow
up reflection and evaluation forms.
Over the years, sixteen classes of
Lebanon 8th graders totaling more
than 2,450 students have shadowed
at 240+ Upper Valley businesses. The
process begins with students
completing a Job Shadow survey,
which helps them think about what
kinds of activities they enjoy and are
good at. In addition to asking students

what careers they might be
considering, the survey encourages
students to reflect on:
• WHAT do you like to work with
(e.g., tools, textiles, electronics,
machines, information)
• WHO do you like to work with
(e.g., children, adults, people in
need, people who challenge you)
• HOW do you like to work (e.g.,
alone, in groups, leading people,
following directions, sitting,
moving)
• WHERE do you like to work (e.g.,
indoors, outdoors, in a quiet space,
surrounded by activity).
Students also have the opportunity
to share what skills and strengths
they have to offer that will help them
succeed in the workplace. Our young
people are confident and understand
themselves well as these sample
responses show:
• I’m a decent manga/anime artist,
designing clothing and characters,
writing short stories. Hard worker
when determined and concentrated,
creative doodling, creative thinker.
• I’m very good in math and science,
good commitment, understand tech
• I’m a hard worker, good with
children, good at following directions,
I can think outside the box
UVBEP staff spend the early
winter months recruiting employers
who can introduce students to a
career that uses some of the interest
areas they indicated. Communicating
with school staff, matching students
with available hosts, and working
within transportation parameters,
UVBEP taps into the generous Upper
Valley community. Finally in March,
students receive placement
information, and this year over 420
students from 11 middle schools
ventured out on April 2, 2015.
Shadowing students spend the better
part of the day in the workplace,
arriving around 8:30 am and staying
through the early afternoon. Prior to
JSD they receive information about
the day, expected attire, and an
“interview your workplace host”

worksheet to complete and bring
back to school. Employers are
creative about the ways they welcome
the visitors: a sandwich board at the
entrance to Lake Sunapee Bank reads
“Welcome Job Shadow Students;”
Upper Valley Veterinary Services
posted a welcome message on their
Facebook page; and at Great Eastern
Radio, students introduce themselves
on air. Students tour workplaces, sit
in on meetings, and experiment with
tools of the trade—as safety allows.
Upon return to school, they

Two aspiring chefs had an opportunity to
shadow Chef Eli at The Co-op Food Stores
Culinary Learning Center. They helped
prep the teaching kitchen for a demonstration, attended the demonstration, learned
about various culinary programs, helped
clean-up after class, and toured the store.

At Systems Plus Computers, students
learned to identify components in a dismantled laptop, and learned about the
requirements for various certifications in
technician repair.

See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 18
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103 Hanover Street, Ste 17
Lebanon, NH 03766
603-491-4746
On-Line Scheduling Available
Credit Cards Accepted
Tonimarie Tassinari, LMT
Here’s a Job Shadow Day story with a throwback twist: This year, two 8th grade students
from Hartland Elementary School spent the day exploring careers in motorcycle service at
Mason Racing in Lebanon. Their hosts, Alex and Dan, are Lebanon Junior High School
alumni who also participated in UVBEP’s Job Shadow Day over a decade ago!

participate in a reflection activity,
complete an evaluation and write
thank-you notes to their hosts. Here’s
what some students had to say:
What surprised me most was...
• how much (goes) into bookkeeping
and finance
• how much work it takes to manage
• the artificial joints and big words
Most interesting to me was...
• getting to make bone cement
• the costume room
• learning to use math skills
• crime scene analysis
Hundreds of local workplaces are
proud to be a part of this communitybuilding program, and this is played
out in the number of hosts who give
up their time willingly year after year.
Ken Davis at the Co-op Food Stores
has hosted for 8 consecutive years,
allowing students to experiment with

BEARINTENT.COM

SAVE
$

10

Mention this ad

website design (coopnews.coop/
invasion-of-the-eighth-graders/). Ken
says, “Want to regain your faith in
humanity? Your hope for the future?
Spend your day with a bright, creative
young person on Job Shadow Day. I
never let them shadow me. I shadow
them. I turn them loose then watch in
wonder. Thanks to our amazing pals at
UVBEP for pulling it off.” n
UVBEP is a nonprofit organization serving 20 schools in the greater Upper Valley
region of New Hampshire and Vermont.
The Partnership facilitates programs that
link schools with local employers, including experiential learning and career planning projects for students and professional
development activities for educators. To
learn more visit www.uvbep.org or www.
facebook.com/uvbep.

Visit our zero energy building (ZEB)
resource center!
78 Main St, Enfield, NH 03748
603-632-1263

www.energyemp.com

*NOW*OFFERING

Up to 63 Months!! No $$ down!! New or Used!!

If you wash your car once a week, that’s an average savings of $520 per year!

30 city / 39 hwy*

Pricing for CVT model: $229 per month based on 36 months and 36k miles. $229 total due at signing includes first payment, acquisition fee, and administrative fee. The security deposit is waived. Closed-end lease with the option to purchase of $12,066.00. Money Factor: 0.00041. Tax, title, and registration
fees are not included. Must qualify for super-preferred credit status. Pricing valid through 05/11/15 and may be subject to change without notice.
* 30 city/39 highway/33 combined mpg rating for CVT models. Based on 2015 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary
depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle.

369 Miracle Mile, Exit 19 off I-89 Lebanon, NH Toll Free: (888) 826-0499

www.GerrishHonda.com
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ROBOTICS – continued from page 1

will be performing in order to win the
most points, and any other rules.
Everyone watches it at the same time
(all local times), then, starting all at
the same time, and for six weeks and
two days following, they build their
robots. The students define a
problem, choose a design, brainstorm
prototypes, and then develop, review,
and improve upon their design.
During this six-week process,
students learn to safely handle tools,
design parts, form sub-teams, solve
problems, communicate efficiently
and effectively, work with people who
might have different views and
methods, and figure out how to best
build a robot that will work under
pressure.
My husband, Jim, and I had seen
on WMUR that there was to be a
FIRST Robotics Competition at
Nashua High School on February 28.
We had an inkling of what FIRST
was, but seeing that a team of students
from Lebanon, Hartford and Hanover
High Schools was going to compete,
had us in the car heading south to
learn first-hand what it was all about.
Our local team, The Grasshoppers
(#95), first competed in 1997, and is
now sponsored by CRREL, HACTC
IMW, BAE Systems, The Byrne
Foundation, and Lebanon High
School, among many others. Their
robot is named “Ada Lovelace”
(Google the name to discover the
connection), and was designed
specifically to play in the 2015 FIRST
Robotics Competition (FRC) game,
“Recycle Rush.”
We found it to be a lot like a high
school athletic event where teams
compete in games of skill – except in
robotics where the game changes
every year. This was a competition of

Nashua High School’s Gymnasium filled with enthusiastic people for the FRC event.

Grayson Daly working on “Ada, Duchess
of Lovelace.” Grayson is wearing a Tiara,
typical of what a Duchess would wear.

the “minds”, but we soon found that
hearts and technical skills were also
involved.
In Nashua, a huge room just off of
the gym, nicknamed “The Pits,” was
divided into spaces in which each
competing team could work on its
robot if needed. This area was abuzz
with hyperactivity before the
competition, as each team made sure
its robot was functioning well.
The large gym was filled to
overflowing with high-spirited teams,
their support people, and spectators,
all sitting together in blocks on the

bleachers, cheering loudly and
supportively for all of the competing
teams. The floor of the gym was set up
as a large space surrounded by clear
polycarbonate walls containing the
area in which the competition was
held, and behind which the students
were actively controlling their robots.
There were team costumes and
colors, team shirts and logos, team
banners and flags, and music, to which
everyone sang loudly and with feeling!
But what was truly eye-opening was
the spirit! When various teams
marched into the gym and made their
way around the floor to their assigned
areas – six teams at a time – everyone
cheered loudly for each other. They
cheered for a team when something
good happened and groaned aloud
when something went wrong. There
was absolute lack of aggression or poor
attitudes, and an abundance of
kindness and politeness. We met some
of them first-hand, and were over-thetop impressed with their sincere desire
to work together in support and
friendship. One of kids wore a tee-shirt
proclaiming “We, not me!”
Each robot is skillfully
manipulated by two team members
using joysticks connected to a laptop
that communicates with the robot

through WiFi – during the times
when the robot is not driving “on its
own!” The robot is on wheels, has
arms, a compartment that stores
gathered items, and can wheel and
spin and dodge and go slow or fast.
The goal was to pick up and stack
four plastic totes, put a green plastic
trash can on top of those, and feed a
“noodle” into the hole on top of the
trash can, all done by the robots.
Repeat this process as many times as
you can within a time limit.
After watching for just a while,
these “bots” seemed to take on their
own personalities: stubborn, contemplative, ferocious, fearless, precise,
etc. We found ourselves soon
becoming very involved in the
process and were screaming along
with everyone else with joy and
excitement at these amazingly skilled
kids and precisely built and guided
robots.
Team 95 competed, kept winning
each round, and came in first at this
competition. At the end of their
regular season they ranked 14th out
of 175 teams in all of New England as
winners of one event, semi-finalists
in another, and winners of an
Engineering Excellence award,
sponsored by Delphi.
FIRST and FRC came about
because of the foresight, generosity
and belief of one unique man – Dean
Kamen – an inventor, entrepreneur,
and New Hampshire man. FIRST
means: For Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and
Technology. Its mission is “to inspire
young people to be science and
technology leaders by engaging them
in exciting mentor-based programs
that build science, engineering and
technology skills, that inspire
innovation and that foster
well-rounded life capabilities

Nothing should
hold you back.

KEENE MEDICAL
PRODUCTS, INC.

HOME
RENTAL

KEENE MEDICAL PRODUCTS, INC.

MEDICAL
SALES

HOME CARE IS OUR BUSINESS

Accredited by CHAP

240 Meriden Road, Lebanon, NH 03766
Phone: 1-603-448-5225 www.keenemedical.com

“Bringing Healthcare Home Since 1975.”
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The three teams making up the winning alliance from Nashua. Teams 1519 and 1307 were
The Grasshoppers partners. The Drive Team for Team 95 consisted of the four in the middle
and are Grayson Daly, Max Porter, Sawyer Blais, and James Cole-Henry, the coach.

Coach Cole-Henry explains what is about to happen when Ada is unveiled and work is to
begin to get her ready for the next competition.

including self-confidence, communication, and leadership (from the
FIRST website).
“FIRST is more than robots. The
robots are a vehicle for students to
learn important life skills,” said Dean
Kamen, president of DEKA Research
& Development and FIRST Founder
in 1989. “Kids often come in not
knowing what to expect – of the
program or of themselves. They
leave, even after the first season, with
a vision, with confidence, and with a
sense that they can create their own
future.”
So, what kinds of kids are attracted
to the “FIRST” programs? They are a
variety of ages (starting at age 6

robot by members of The
Grasshoppers. This robot could pick
up a large beach ball and toss it with
accuracy into the box on the floor. In
the “small world department,” during
the writing of this article, I learned
that one of the two students
demonstrating the robot at that Lake
Morey event was James Cole-Henry,
now the head coach of The
Grasshoppers! He graduated from
Hartford High in 2005. Another
student was Andrew Alvarenga of
Hanover High School. James and
Andy are presently coaches of The
Grasshoppers. James and his wife
Ashley are mentors who work many
hours with the team.

through 18), both boys and girls, who
have an interest in science and
technology and who benefit from
working with other students in their
own schools and other schools in their
area. They soon find their own talents
and make friends with those having
similar interest. They also find that
they fit in well and have success where
they are allowed to be themselves and
have the support of their peers as well
as mentors and teachers.
Now, take a big step back to 2004,
when Rotary District 7850 held its
Annual Conference at Lake Morey
Resort, and I was there. One of the
most interesting events of the
weekend was the demonstration of a

To learn more about this exciting,
unique and important program,
please visit www.usfirst.org. To see
what the local team, The
Grashoppers, is doing, visit www.
frcteam95.org. I assure you, it will be
the beginning of an amazing
experience. They are always looking
for more students and mentors,
technical and non-technical, to join
them. If you are at all interested,
please inquire! n
To transform our culture by creating
a world where science and technology
are celebrated and where young people
dream of becoming science and
technology leaders. – Dean Kamen, Founder

Bushway
Insurance
Auto • Home • Business
Deciding on an insurance carrier
can be complicated and sometimes confusing.
You need someone who will provide
insight, service, and respect.
You want a company that will
always be there when you need them.

802-785-4843
www.bushwayinsurance.com

Route 5, East Thetford, VT
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ideas from each other, and share their joys
and sorrows. And the students reap the
benefits of sharing and consulting with
others—it’s natural at UVMC. The students
are exposed to a wide variety of age and
ability, of musical styles and instruments.”
The Center reaches out to area schools
with a “Strings in Schools” program that
introduces elementary students to string
instruments. “Free Lesson Days” give
interested people the chance to try an
instrument and meet a teacher; trials on
many instruments will be available at
“Open House” days this summer and fall.

MUSIC FOR EVERYBODY – continued from page 1

or are an advanced performer,” adds Ben.
Faculty concerts throughout the year
provide further inspiration and enable
faculty to continue their own artistic work.

Becoming the Region’s Music
School
UVMC currently counts about 500
students in individual lessons, workshops,
and summer camps; the offerings are mostly
in classical and folk styles. Instrumental
instruction is available for strings,
woodwinds, trombone and trumpet, piano,
voice, guitar, and percussion. Ensembles
include three graded youth orchestras, a community
orchestra for adults, two youth choruses, and
coached chamber music groups. Group classes cover
topics ranging from music theory to dance band to
vocal performance. Music Together, a franchised
program that introduces babies and children to
music fundamentals, is offered five times a week. It’s
a long way from the planning that began in 1994,
organizing occasions and places for “play-ins”—
one-time gatherings to read through chamber or
orchestral music. Over the next 20 years various
incarnations of youth choruses and orchestras for
children and adults came and went, as did
experiments with summer camps. The Suzuki
program began with violin lessons in 2005, and
UVMC opened as a music school in 2008.
“We think of a school as being for children [the
majority of UVMC’s students], but most of my
UVMC students are adults,” says voice teacher and
mezzo soprano Jennifer Hansen. “I think the need of

The Lebanon Times

adults to learn and grow and be taught and succeed
is great. And for me, it’s delightful to teach people
who can understand and grow at such a high level.”

Those Who Can Do Teach
A Lebanon resident, Jennifer has performed all
over northern New England. “Our faculty are expert
performers,” notes Ben, “but good teaching requires
more than just performance skills. Our faculty
members emphasize the art of teaching, and we value
teachers who love and know how to teach.” One of
the benefits for faculty of teaching at UVMC is the
opportunity to learn from and inspire each other;
supporting that activity through professional
development grants and peer review processes is a
priority for UVMC.
Like many of the faculty, Jennifer also teaches
outside the UVMC, but she welcomes the fertile
environment the Center provides. “We do what we
do—practice and teach—alone,” she says. “I was
envious of university teachers because they could get

A Lifetime Recreation
Practicing can be hard, though it’s a skill that can
itself be learned. “If you’re trying to develop skills, it
is solitary,” says Jennifer Hansen. “but most of us are
programmed for collaboration, and UVMC provides
a context for cooperation. So much of the world is
about competing”—conservatories and orchestra
jobs can be fierce on this front—“but at this level,
music is cooperative and collaborative.” Children
may work on an instrument for a while, or may
advance to a high level; either way, the skill remains
available to them throughout life. Making music is
enjoyable at any level.
The faces of people making music show intense
but oddly calm focus, and—if things have gone
well—smiles and laughter at the end. Increasing
numbers of studies point to effects on the brain
similar to meditation, and suggest multiple benefits
from making music. But the players don’t think
about brains; they’re hotly pursuing that perfect
tone, that most lovely harmony. n
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P EO P L E A N D P E TS

We Want Your Photos! To Submit Photos to People & Pets:

Email your HIGH RES digital photo to editor@thelebanontimes.com. Please include your name, address, phone number, and pet’s name.

Jamie Lawrence and Rudy (Laplante Road, Lebanon)
These are all rescue animals! Dr. Jason Hedrick, Anna, Bowen and Vetter with Tilly, Sully, and Lucy, and a cat named Farmer Popcorn
Willem and Jonathan Ells with Holly (Spring Street, Lebanon)
Mike McCarthy and his wife Isabel acquired Dixie as a rescue puppy from Mississippi nine years ago. Now she is a favorite of the Quail Hollow Senior Living Community.

Take Me Home! These pets and lots more can be viewed at www.uvhs.org/adopt-a-pet.
Find the love of your life at the Upper Valley Humane Society. Young or old, feathered or furry, you’ll find your match at UVHS.

Dash (young male)
Beagle

Sam (senior male)
Domestic Long Hair

Mandy (adult female)
Pit Bull Terrier mix

Casey (adult male)
Domestic Short Hair

Pebbles (young female)
Rat Terrier mix

Olaf (young male)
Gerbil

Laurel (adult female)
Domestic Short Hair

Peanut and Bean (adult females)
Guinea Pig

We are always open, call us 603.306.0007.
63 Evans Drive, Lebanon, NH 03866. www.IVGSAVES.com
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 19

SAVES is now a member of the
IVG network of hospitals and proud sponsor
of the “People and Pets” Page.
Our skilled veterinary team is committed to maintaining
regular and open lines of communication with you –
the pet owner – and your family veterinarian.
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2015 King Award recipient Rod Wendt,
Grafton County Senior Citizen’s Council
Executive Director Roberta Berner, and
Co-op Board President Margaret Drye

Co-op Food Stores: The
Allen and Nan King Award
recipient, Rod Wendt
The late Allen and Nan King had a
legendary passion for cooperation and
community service that drove them to
the door of the Hanover Co-op Food
Store in 1942—where they spent the
next 50-plus years as members, periodic
Board members, and regular volunteers.
Today that legacy gives a face and a
name to the award the Co-op created
in their honor: the Allen and Nan
King Award.
King Award and Concern for
Community
The King Award recognizes the
achievements of a Co-op member
who demonstrates the ideals
embodied in the Cooperative
Principle “Concern for Community.”
King Award Winner: Rod Wendt
This year, the Co-op presented
Rod Wendt of Meriden, NH with the

2015 King Award, citing the
committed, passionate volunteerism
that has marked Rod’s years of service
to the Upper Valley. The Co-op
honored Rod at its April Board
meeting and is donating $500 to the
charity of Rod’s choice in his name.
“When Rod retired to the Upper
Valley a dozen years ago, he could
have simply settled into a relaxed
routine,” said Co-op Communications Director Allan Reetz. “But
instead, he invested himself to serve
the needs of others in ways that have
had ripple effects locally, regionally,
and even internationally.”
In typical altruistic fashion, Rod
chose the Grafton County Senior
Citizen’s Council (GCSCC) to
receive the King Award donation,
sensing the organization needed it
most. In 2014, GCSCC provided
more than 200,000 meals, 43,000
rides, and 13,000 outreach and
counseling visits to older adults in
the Upper Valley. Today the organization faces nearly $1 million in
funding cuts, which would cripple its
vital community-service programs.
“In the context of a million
dollars, 500 dollars certainly doesn’t
solve anything,” Rod said from his
home on a cool spring afternoon.
“But every drop of water helps.”
“As I told the Co-op Board, I was
really honored to receive the award,”
Rod said. “GCSCC does wonderful
work, and they do it quietly and with a
lot of dignity. The primary purpose is to
raise them up and give them visibility.”

Stonecliff Animal Clinic:
Cortni Muir
Cortni Muir had an early
introduction to animals; her family
owned dogs and cats and her cousins
had a farm, so it wasn’t all that
surprising that she went to the
University of New Hampshire to
pursue a degree in animal science.
She said she “ended up falling in love
with dairy cows while taking a
management program there.” As
such, she worked on a few organic and
conventional dairy farms while
attending the program.
After graduation, she moved to
Rhode Island and worked on
small-scale farms before finding a
part-time position with Newport
Animal Hospital as a veterinary
technician. Cortni quickly realized
that she had found a new passion for
working with companion animals,
“the best part of my day is building
client relationships and getting to
know some really sweet animals.”
When Cortni began working as a

vet tech she decided to move back to
her home region, the Upper Valley,
and was offered a job at Stonecliff
Animal Clinic that began in October
2014. She has been part of the big
move to the new facility separate from
that of SAVES.
Cortni told me about the benefits
of the new facilities. Besides the new,
larger surgical suite, “having more
exam rooms, waiting areas, and room
for us to grow only makes our future
brighter…. We just recently launched
E-Pet Health on our website where
clients are able to access informational videos, their pet’s health
records, and more.” Not only does
she love where she works, Cortni also
said, “I am so lucky to work with a
group of people that genuinely care
about the pets we see and the clients
we work with, day in and day out.”
At home, things are pretty quiet
right now, animal-wise. Cortni shares
her space with her rescued Beagle,
Annie. “She spent the first three years
of her life in a cage. These days she’s
lounging on a couch or in the sun.
[She] doesn’t make a peep and would
do anything for food, cuddling, and an
afternoon walk.” But don’t expect a
quiet animal life forever! In the future,
Cortni hopes to run a small hobby
farm with a few chickens, sheep, and
cattle; then she can use everything
she learned in college and more!
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Dartmouth-Hitchcock:
Marilyn Bedell
For West Lebanon resident
Marilyn Bedell, the terms dedication
and service are not merely words, but
a way of life. Her 44-year career as an
Oncology Nurse at the DHMC
accompanied by a 20-year stint with
Rotary International will serve as
testimonial to that statement.
With an impressive eight-page
résumé in hand, Marilyn shows
absolutely no sign of slowing down.
Her energy level and dedication
continues and the residents of
Lebanon are the beneficiary.
“I am ‘retired,’” Marilyn stated
with a smile. “However, I still do
consultant work for Gay Landstrom
who is the Chief Nursing Officer at
DHMC. I am also entering my 20th
year with Rotary International as a
member of the Lebanon Riverside
Rotary Club.”
When it comes to Nursing
Administration combined with
Oncology Nursing Practice, Marilyn
has few peers. She holds a Master’s
Degree in Nursing Administration

from the University of New
Hampshire; a Bachelor of Science
Degree with a Nursing Major from
Colby Sawyer College and graduated
from the Shadyside Hospital School
of Nursing in Pittsburgh. PA. Her
interest to nursing came early.
“When I was four years old I
became very ill with measles and was
hospitalized. I quickly learned that
there were good nurses and bad
nurses. The good nurses would put
Captain Kangaroo on the television
and give me a pastry. I wanted to
become a good nurse!” she laughed.
“However, that experience made me
an advocate for inoculations of
young children.”
Marilyn’s primary focus in the
Nursing field while at DHMC was
with the ANCC Magnet Recognition
Program. That program promotes
quality patient care and nursing
excellence. Magnet is the leading
source of successful nursing practices
and strategies worldwide.
“The original term Magnet meant
that nurses would be “drawn” to a
hospital because it was the best place
to work. Here at DHMC it was a joy
to install that program and become
one of those institutions.”
When it comes to her Rotary
service, Marilyn’s point of pride is
located on Glen Road in West
Lebanon where you will find the
Picnic Pavillion.
“That was a Rotary project
completed in 2004-2005 and we take
such joy in the fact that it is the mostused recreational facility in Lebanon.”

SAVES:
Dr. Jason Hedrick, DVM
When SAVES (Small Animal
Veterinary Emergency Specialists) set
up operations on Evans Drive in
Lebanon and later joined the InTown
Veterinary Group (IVG), owner Dr.
Dan Kelly and his wife Jodi promised
the following: “To start implementing
in-depth services from highly trained
specialists.”
That commitment has been
realized with the arrival of Dr. Jason
Hedrick who was just added to the
talented staff at SAVES in April as an
on-call surgeon 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Not only does Dr.
Hedrick specialize in the scientific
aspect of veterinarian care as a
surgeon, but has been trained in the
psychological world of pets, especially
dogs and their owners. Webster’s
Dictionary defines psychology as “the
science of human and animal
behavior.” They do blend together.
“I have always been interested in
psychological care involved in
veterinary care and absolutely love

dogs,” Dr Hedrick explained. “That
part of the practice is not only very
important to the dog visiting a veterinarian under stressful conditions, but
to the owner as well. Sometimes I
don’t know who to comfort first, the
dog or the owner.”
Dr. Hedrick, his wife Anna and
their two children Bowen (3 years)
and Vetter (1 ½) have just moved
from Chicago to their new home in
Norwich. He acquired his BS Degree
from Marquette University in
Milwaukee, WI and graduated from
veterinary school at the University of
Madison Wisconsin. He originally
hails from Manitowoc, Wisconsin
along Lake Michigan. The move to
Norwich was just what the doctor
ordered.
“I just love Norwich and the state
of Vermont with all the outdoor
living offered here and the Upper
Valley. We go hiking and plan to start
a significant garden this spring. This
is a beautiful area.”
The talented doctor was drawn to
SAVES and the IVG group by his
association with Dr. Kelly, but also
noted that versatility was a key factor.
“Once I decided to enter the
scientific end of veterinarian care as
well as the psychology aspect, I
wanted to do something with my
hands and was attracted to surgery.
Here at SAVES, which is part of
IVG, you get it all in one place. That
really appealed to me. My true
passion is working with people and
dogs.” n
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A roun d Town
Friends of Lebanon Recreation & Parks
The Friends of Lebanon Recreation & Parks organization was formed to
raise funds to enhance Lebanon’s Parks and Recreational facilities. Their
first project will be an ice rink at Walsh Field on Bank Street. They are
about to kick off a fundraising campaign as they hope to have the rink in
place by December 2015. Look for the next Lebanon Times for more details.
*****
The Lebanon Garden Club
Every year since 1953 the Lebanon Garden
Club has planned and planted flowers in and
around downtown Lebanon. The designs are
based not only on the color and beauty of the
plants but also on what types of flowers are
known to do well in different areas. In some
places all annuals are used because the
conditions don’t allow plants to survive for the
winter. Annual flowers are also the most showy
since they usually bloom all summer until frost.
Height and “spread” must also be considered.
Once the design is finalized, the number of
plants needed is computed and then hundreds
of plants are purchased in advance of the
planting days. More volunteers descend on downtown just after Memorial
Day and the flowers are planted and mulched in just a few evenings. It’s
exciting to see the designs emerge from empty flower beds and flats of flowers.
Perrennial flowers return each year (with luck!) and are also used in
many areas. Often they are combined with annual flowers and provide a
leafy backdrop when the flowers are not blooming. Some areas where the
Garden Club used to plant annual flowers, such as the “railroad bed” at the
intersection of Mechanic, Mascoma and High Streets, have become
dangerous to work in due to traffic. The use of perennials have allowed us
to safely maintain these flower beds. Most flower beds are weeded and
maintained about once a week by volunteers all summer long.
Currently, in addition to flower beds in and around the mall, the garden
club plants the urn at the Carter Home, the beds in front of the war
memorials in Colburn Park, the Little Girl with the Umbrella fountain beds
and the traffic islands where Mechanic Street and Mascoma Street intersect.
Members will also meet informally to tour each others gardens or to do
something garden oriented together. We would love to welcome new
members, including both experienced and new gardeners. Visit us on
Facebook or call Kathy Petuck at 448-2519 if you’d like to help with
planting or join the Lebanon Garden Club. n
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A Few Springtime Rituals

D

Donnie Perkins

o you remember when you were
young and someone would ask
you, “If April showers bring
May flowers, what do May flowers
bring?” It was usually at the crack of
Spring when the anticipation of warm
weather hung heavily on people’s
minds, the sweaters had been broken
out and there were smiles everywhere
you looked. It happens every year, and
I don’t think you need convincing on
that matter.
Well, now it’s May and as it turns
out, April wasn’t much to write

home about. In fact, April was kind
of a brat. Cold right into the last
week, snow right after you’ve taken
the winter tires off your car and your
nice new pair of Nikes sitting near
the door waiting for mud to dry up.
Same stuff, different year.
But comes a day when you awaken
and the sun’s blazing through the
window and it becomes apparent
that it is safe to put on those Nikes
and hit the bricks to swap smiles and
pleasantries
with
your
co-Lebanonites, and they will be out
in force. When I was a fledgling
Lebanonite myself, we would share
conversation about the gymnasium
roof at the High School caving in
from the weight of snow upon it, or
how could the Red Sox trade Tony
Conigliaro during the off season. As
the Springtimes came and went, we
would hear talk about new School
Board members and basketball teams
coming oh-so-close to being champs
last winter, and how about that new
Carter Community Center?

Never a shortage of topics for
those sitting on the mall to bend
each other’s ears over. How will the
Red Sox fare this year with all those
roster changes? And how about those
Patriots? The Cardigans are donned
and everyone agrees to be anxiously
awaiting the arrival of Lebanon
Farmers Market – the TRUE sign of
summer – and wonder what is all the
talk about bringing the long dormant
fountain on the Mall back to life? A
great idea, we all agree, but let’s make
it happen! After all, isn’t Lebanon
the City of Fountains? And, as the
smell of Spring delights your nose,
you might mention how lucky we all
are to have at our disposal all of the
restaurants, businesses and other
assorted offerings that sit right before
us, over there, and over there and
over there.
Just like last year. And the year
before that and the year before that.
We joke how we wished we could
have been sitting out here in the Park
a month earlier, and we laugh –like

we weren’t doing in April – and we
almost forgot we just survived one of
the nastiest winters in recent memory.
Spring is pretty good medicine.
That bruise from falling on the ice
seems to have gone away and the
sore back from all that snow
shoveling seems to have abated, and
that pesky chest cold, now that you
mention it, seems to have
disappeared. What an invention,
Springtime!!
Well, let’s enjoy it, because soon
it will be summer, then autumn,
then... wait a minute, not so fast.
Let’s sit a little longer and talk about
the High School baseball team, how
are they doing?
Yup, it happens every year, Spring.
And I like it. And oh, for the record,
the answer I always heard when
asked about what May flowers bring
after they are created by April
showers?
“Pilgrims.”
Hey, take it easy on me. It’s
Spring!! n
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LEBANON AIRPORT – continued from page 1

questioning just how essential is the service provided by the airport that
covers 563 acres. Does a city with a population of just over 13,000 need to
have and maintain an airport?
Braxton is an expert on that subject and air traffic safety is his passion. He
is 58 years old and was born in Berkeley, California and currently resides in
Quechee, VT. He received the majority of his training in air traffic control in
the United States Air Force before completing the rigid certification process
required by the FAA. Does Lebanon need this scenic airport?
“Absolutely!” Braxton stated with emphasis. “There is a tendency for people
not to look at the entire picture when it comes to the Lebanon Airport. There
is a lot that is overlooked and not visible. True, it has just lost some federal
funding based on FAA standards. True, there is just one airline, Cape Air, that
offers connecting flights to other major airports. However, the private air traffic
at this location is essential in attracting and maintaining private business. One
key factor for prospective businesses locating here is the close proximity of an
airport. Lebanon offers that.”
Currently the Lebanon Airport handles close to 38,000 aircraft operations
per year for an average of 106 per day. That includes the commercial airplanes
from Cape Air, private corporate jets, military aircraft, air taxis, the Dartmouth
Hitchcock Memorial Hospital helicopter rescue unit (DART) along with a
private helicopter training center.

Braxton Freeman, Air Traffic Manager

Also located on the grounds, one may find the Granite Air Center, a locally
owned fixed base operator providing refueling, hangar storage along with
parking for aircraft and a complete maintenance center that is state-of-the-art.
The Granite Air Center also houses one of the plushest and most relaxing
reception centers in the Upper Valley.
“The corporate aircraft traffic here is critical. Both Dartmouth College and
the Dartmouth Hitchcock Hospital utilize this airport along with many of the
corporations in the Upper Valley. The celebrity list that has gone through here
ranges from President Obama to Paul McCartney of the Beatles. Graduation
time at Dartmouth College is a busy time for us.” Braxton explained.
The business of assuring air safety bears a heavy responsibility and Braxton
and his staff of air controllers are up to the task. They constantly keep an eye
on the sky.
“Weather is the key issue for safety,” Braxton said. “Our training and
updating revolves around the latest techniques in forecasting weather
conditions. Here in Lebanon, weather can change in an instant. The wind
direction at this high location can change in a heartbeat. From the first time a
pilot calls in his approach to the runway, the wind can shift drastically. Winter
offers the worst conditions.” n
The Lebanon Airport sits at an elevation of 603 feet above mean sea level and has
two paved runways.
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A NIMA L S R U L E !

High Horses Takes Participants to New Heights
mental connections. As Liz said when I
asked her if she had begun to ride since
f you’ve ever taken a drive on
joining the program, “Yes, and I have
Route 5 South from Norwich, you
come to realize how difficult it is…
likely have passed by the idyllic
several parts of your body need to be
farm that is the home of High Horses
doing different things at the same time,
Therapeutic Riding Program. High
plus you need to be aware of your horse
Horses has been serving residents of
and the surroundings. [It] keeps your
the Upper Valley since 1993. In fact,
mind and body sharp and strong, yet
they were the first program in
relaxed. Plus, developing the
Vermont who met the necessary
relationship and actually partnering
criteria to attain “Premier
with the horse is a magical feeling.”
Accreditation” by the Professional
As a long-time rider myself, I have
Association of Therapeutic
found that to be true as well. As with
Horsemanship International.
many animals, a strong bond develops
Over the years, High Horses has
between the handler and the animal,
grown, both in size and as a program. Allison Keller throwing the ball to instructor Sharron Gareau while Patti Arrison leads. In the background:
program director and instructor Sue Miller, volunteer Callum Brittain, and rider Jona Simons. Below left, Nicole but none so strong as the one between
The program currently has both an Pippin (on horse), Meryl Friets (volunteer), Elaine Morrison (leading).
horse and rider. Each has to learn to trust
indoor and an outdoor arena, allowing
each other and to communicate in a way
High Horses’ riders range in age from 3-93 and
participants to ride in all seasons. There are 10
that is different from any other connection both
instructors, physical therapists, and site coordinators approximately 8-10% come from the Lebanon area.
because of the size of the horse and the fact that it is
employed by High Horses, as well as countless I spoke with Liz Claud, the Executive Director of
a prey animal, unlike dogs and cats.
volunteers who make the intensive daily workload High Horses about the recent connection with the
At High Horses, the riders are accompanied by
Special Needs Support Center as well as Spark.
possible.
volunteers and instructors walking on both sides of
For those of you who haven’t spent much time They have been connected for about 2 years and
the horse until each individual is able to maintain
around horses, you might not know just how much have now become part of a coalition that also
balance on his/her own. Once this point is reached,
work goes into keeping a farm running. From involves Zack’s Place, in Woodstock, and Global
the student might be able to ride more freely in their
breakfast until the final night check, horses need Campuses, in Shiremont, NH and several locations
lessons. Regardless of how many people are helping
feed, to be given hay and fresh water (in GIANT throughout Vermont. These programs help support
the rider, the silent communication and trust still
buckets); but that’s not all, the stalls need to be individuals with special needs to gain access to
has to be developed, and that is something that can
cleaned – did you know healthy horses can poop up therapeutic opportunities such as riding at High
bring a person out of their shell, or teach them to
to twelve times per day? Also, as the horses are Horses. As the four different programs work
have strength in other areas of their lives.
outside they may or may not need blankets put on together, they can coordinate activities so that any
This is the beauty of a therapeutic riding
depending on the weather, the general health of number of participants may enjoy the benefits.
program, and one of the many reasons why we are so
each one needs to be looked over, and they all need
Liz was inspired to get involved with High Horses
lucky to have a well-developed and long-lasting
to be groomed and ready for their riders.
partially because she grew up with her vibrant sister
program in place in the Upper Valley. n
who happened to have intellectual
disabilities as well as a nephew who
also has unique needs, and because
she always had a love for horses.
She began by volunteering for the
program, helping out with the
lessons. She saw the joy the participants gained as some began to
speak for the first time and others
were able to sit up where they had
not been able to previously. Liz fell
in love with the program and first
became the site coordinator before
becoming the Executive Director.
One of the reasons horseback
riding is so therapeutic for so many
individuals, special needs or not, is
because it requires learning both
physical skills and developing

I

Molly O’Hara

Stonecliff Animal Clinic proudly supports the ANIMALS RULE! page in order to showcase the powerful ways in which
animals positively impact our lives, our community and the planet!
227 Mechanic Street, Lebanon NH 03766
www.stonecliffacnh.com, 603-448-2611
See “Spotlight On Our Sponsors” on page 18

The Redpath Difference
Upper Valley Real Estate's Finest
Coldwell Banker Redpath & Co., Realtors® has more than 30 years of experience in
Upper Valley real estate. Our unparalleled dedication to customers & clients has
earned us a reputation for quality, integrity, and extraordinary service in NH & VT.
Every member of the Coldwell Banker Redpath & Co. family puts customer & client
satisfaction above all else. Our convenient Hanover, NH office is staffed with a
full-time professional team of real estate agents, support services, a marketing
department, a concierge and are all managed by a full-time broker/manager.
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Concierge Services
VIP Membership
Previews Luxury Property Marketing
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Full Time Support Team
Marketing Services
Courtesy Moving Van
Full Market Focus
Home Protection Plan

Comprehensive Online Listing Distribution To Over 300 Websites!
Including:

Scan This QR Code To See The Latest
Homes For Sale In Lebanon
Coldwell Banker Redpath & Co., Realtors®
8 West Wheelock Street | Hanover, NH 03755
Office 603.643.6406 | www.cbredpath.com

